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With reference to information set forth on page two, paragraph one, possibility exists that the alleged plan to kill Castro has some connection with the plan presently under investigation by your office under the caption of "Plains of Cuban Exiles to Assassinate Selected Cuban Government Leaders," your file 105-9056.

Keep Bureau currently advised of any additional pertinent information received concerning subject's activities and his connection with plan to assassinate Castro.

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemination outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized personnel without the express approval of the FBI.

VHN: gci (5)

1 - 105-131629 (Plains of Exiles to Assassinate Cuban Leaders)

NOTE: Subject is Cuban Government official who has indicated desire to defect. CIA apparently made contact with him in Europe thru Cuban exile in New York who is long-time friend of subject and was visited by the Cuban exile who confided that he had been acting as contact man between CIA and subject. According to Cuban exile, subject complained to him that CIA refuses to furnish him with certain equipment with which he could take some effective action in Cuba and that CIA furnishes him with bulky unservicable equipment rather than compact equipment with which he could possibly eliminate Castro.

According to Cuban exile there is some plan under discussion, details of which he did not know, in which subject would figure. CIA allegedly is in favor of plan, however, Attorney General would have no part of it and it was shelved.

SEE CONTINUANCE OF NOTE PAGE TWO